Feedback control system for large scale 2D digital microfluidic platforms
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ABSTRACT

As a promising candidate of point-of-care devices (POC), digital microfluidic (DMF), driven by the electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD), has been developed quickly in recent years. However, flourishing functions require more controlled electrodes, i.e., a large-scale EWOD. Limited to cost, complexity and flexibility, existing control techniques lack strength in meeting the need of controlling increasing number of electrodes. Here, inspired by the active matrix electrowetting-on-dielectric (AM-EWOD), we present a “direct-address based on cross-control” (DACC) method, which can easily realize N × M pins controlling N × M electrodes and guarantee the control flexibility meanwhile. Moreover, combining with impedance detection technique, we set up a cheap and portable cyberphysical system. The system’s software, written in JAVA, has a user-friendly interface and can sense all sites of the DMF in real-time and auto-design routes for droplets to bypass barriers. This novel integrated digital microfluidic system shows great potential for developing low-cost, portable, and automated EWOD DMFs in large-scale.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Based on manipulation of microliter or nanoliter droplets, digital microfluidic biochips have taken up some biomedical applications that require more complicated operations and high flexibilities, which the traditional continuous-flow cannot handle [1,2]. For instance, Srinivasan et al. [3] presented a fully integrated and reconfigurable droplet-based “digital” microfluidic lab-on-a-chip for clinical diagnostics on human physiological fluids. Ng et al. [4] performed a complete sample preparation on a digital microfluidic chip for the detection of rubella infection and immunity. Among the numerous driving mechanisms in digital microfluidic devices, the technique, electrowetting-on-dielectric (EWOD), is given high expectations due to its excellent flexibility and best functionality [5].

With more and more functions integrated, digital microfluidic biochips, driven by EWOD, step towards 2D and large-scale [6–9]. When designing a 2D EWOD DMF, two fundamental questions need to be solved properly. One is how to control the increasing number of electrodes effectively. In most reports on EWOD, controlling droplets were implemented in a passive manner. The earliest passive control is of direct-address that actuation signals are directly applied on individual electrode upon the droplet manipulation. However, the expanding number of electrodes limited such technique. The second passive-EWOD’s control technique is of cross-reference presented by Fan et al. [10,11]. In spite of successfully reducing the number of control pins from N × M to N + M, this new driving mechanism still lives on the edge of EWOD DMFs since it is short of flexibility in controlling droplets individually. The latest passive control technique for EWOD is the broadcast-address suggested by Zhao et al. [12]. Frankly a pity, this sort is assay-specific in majority, i.e. the droplets’ operations are pre-determined, which violates the reconfigurable merit of 2D EWOD DMF. Lately, active matrix electrowetting-on-dielectric (AM-EWOD) based on thin film transistors (TFT) emerged, which can easily manipulate thousands of individual electrodes. Kalsi et al. [7] used this technology realizing rapid and sensitive detection of antibiotic resistance. However, judging from the present condition, this integrated product is customized, whose cost may be prohibitive.

The other issue is how to schedule routes for droplets. As we know, this is such a complex work that not only the experimental procedures, but also on-chip faults and barriers should be considered. Computer-aided design (CAD) is an inevitable choice. A number of techniques used in VLSI circuits have been proposed to solve droplet-routing problem [1,8,13–15]. However until now, to our best knowledge, except that K. Hu et al. [16], M. Ibrahim et al. [17] and J. Gao et al. [18] presented experimental demonstra-
Table 1
Comparison of direct-address, cross-reference, broadcast-address, TFT, and DACC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electrode control technique</th>
<th>Actuation signal</th>
<th>Integrating TFT</th>
<th>Control pins</th>
<th>Control flexibility</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>direct-address</td>
<td>T or B(^a)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N × M(^a)</td>
<td>Very high</td>
<td>Up to control pins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cross-reference</td>
<td>T &amp; B(^a)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>≤N × M</td>
<td>Very low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broadcast-address</td>
<td>T or B</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N × M</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TFT</td>
<td>T or B</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N × M</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Specific design and manufacture, possibly high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DACC</td>
<td>T or B</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N × M</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) T or B denotes that only one set of actuation signal is needed for controlling droplets. The actuation signal can be applied to the patterned top electrode if the bottom electrode is grounded or vice versa.

\(^b\) T & B denotes that two sets of actuation signal are needed for controlling droplets. One set is connected to the patterned top electrode while the other to the patterned orthogonal bottom electrode.

\(^c\) N and M mean that a 2D N × M EWOD array has N rows and M columns.

Fig. 1. Schematic of our designed PCB based DMF. One hundred male heads connecting with one hundred electrodes surround the core EWOD region.

In this paper, we mainly focus on breaking through the above two dilemmas. A cyberphysical system, which adopts a novel passive electrode-control technique named “direct-address based on cross-control” (DACC) and utilizes CAD algorithm to realize auto-routing droplets in concerns of on-chip barriers, will be introduced. The system’s hardware and software are both capable of expanding to larger-scale 2D DMF. The EWOD chip is built on a double-layer printed circuit board (PCB), which comprises of 10 × 10 electrodes. As shown in Fig. 1, one hundred male heads connecting with one hundred electrodes surround the core EWOD region. Table 1 lists the actuation signal, integrating TFT, control pins, control flexibility, and cost for direct-address, cross-reference, broadcast-address, TFT, and DACC. The comparison shows that the DACC is a good candidate for passive EWOD applications, providing respectable simplicity and flexibility at low costs. The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the process of fabricating a PCB-EWOD device, DACC working principle and the adopted droplet transportation algorithm. The system configuration including hardware and software is shown in Section 3. Experimental details and discussions are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. EWOD device and droplet transportation

2.1. EWOD device on double-layer PCB

A PCB, besides low-cost and maturity, is quite convenient to accomplish electrical access from the inner electrodes to the external control circuit because its drilled via can have Cu-electroplated inner walls. There only need several simple procedures to obtain a PCB-based EWOD device. As shown in Fig. 2, a two-layer PCB substrate with conductive polymer filled via was first mechanically polished by grinding papers, which was beneficial for eliminating the effect of grooved surfaces [19,21]. After cleaning, 300 nm Al was deposited and patterned into a two-dimensional electrode array. Then 2 μm SU-8 (SU-8 2002, MicroChem) as the dielectric layer and 200 nm Teflon\(^a\) AF1600 solution (Du Pont, 2 wt%) as the hydrophobic layer were spun. At last, the top glass, coated with 200 nm transparent ITO as the upper electrode and 200 nm Teflon\(^a\) as the hydrophobic layer, was set above the EWOD-PCB substrate by about 150 μm double-sided tape. The EWOD chip has 1.74 mm × 1.74 mm square electrodes. The control circuit can access the two-dimensional array through the connection lines on the PCB-EWOD chip substrate.

2.2. DACC working principle

Since the most successful and applicable control technology of electrodes for large-scale 2D DMF is AM-EWOD until now, based on deep understanding of it, we found that the core of AM-EWOD is the vital function of integrating TFTs. As known, TFT is a logic electronic switch whose drain will be connected to the source when the gate is applied a proper potential. The logical relationship of a TFT is same as an AND circuit. Inspired by this, through incorporating AND circuits, we present the new passive electrode-control technique – “direct-address based on cross-control” (DACC) – for somewhere integrating TFTs is not available. This technique can realize similar effects as AM-EWOD and theoretically control as many individual electrodes as required if the driving capability is enough. We verify the concept on an EWOD with 10 × 10 grids. Thus, only 10 row control pins and 10 column control pins are needed to address all sites.

We arrange 2-input AND gates in a 10 × 10 array and then connect each row/column control pin with each row/column AND gates’ first/second input terminals, e.g. the 1th row control pin will be connected to the 1th row AND gates’ first input terminals. The 10 × 10 control pins generate 10 × 10 control signals. To address a (n, m) site, applying a high potential on the nth row control pin and the mth column control pin is enough.

Therefore, DACC significantly increases flexibility compared with the previous cross-reference method. Moreover, as the commercial AND chip is economical and well packed, this technique is in low-cost and easy to assemble by oneself in lab.

2.3. Droplet route on EWOD device

Typically, a large-scale 2D EWOD digital microfluidic biochip has a set of electrodes that allow droplets moving on arbitrary paths, depending on the freely programmable electrode activation sequences. Among CAD algorithms for finding paths in rectangu-
Fig. 2. Process of EWOD device on PCB substrate. (a) Specially engineered PCB with conductive epoxy-filled via. (b) Polishing with grinding papers. (c) Deposition of Al layer through PVD (ASCC4000-C4 Type L, ULVAC, Japan). (d) Photolithography and wet-etching of Al electrodes. (e) Spinning and exposure of dielectric layer SU-8. (f) Spinning and baking of hydrophobic layer Teflon. (g) PCB-EWOD chip with double-sided tape as spacer between PCB and top electrode.

Fig. 3. Lee algorithm finds an appropriate path in a 10 × 10 cells graph. The cells labelled 'E' represent detected error sites, including barriers or faults. Compared with algorithms' quick routing capabilities (less than 20 ms in ref. [13]), droplet movement on an EWOD chip is quite slow, typically 8 Hz on glass-substrate DMFs [20] and 7.8 mm/s (about 5 Hz) on PCB-substrate DMFs [21]. In this paper, we ignore the time-consuming differences among algorithms and employ the Lee algorithm to route droplets with real-time feedback from error detection.

3. System configuration

The system comprises of four parts: impedance value extracting circuit, DACC circuit, a microcontroller (Arduino Mega2560, Smart-Projects, Italy) and a host PC that runs a GUI application.

3.1. System hardware

Hardware for the real-time feedback control has been realized through three double-side PCBs of 27 cm × 23 cm × 1.6 mm, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Devices on the bottom board and middle board are components of the DACC circuit. The bottom board consists of 25 small surface mount chips (74HC08D, quad 2-input AND gate, Philips Semiconductors). These chips are regulated by the microcontroller, of which 20 pins (10 row pins and 10 column pins) can cross-control 100 signals. The middle board comprises 100 solid-state relays (SSR, AQH2223, Panasonic Corporation), each of which is managed by an AND gate output signal. When a high-level signal applies across a SSR's control terminal, the SSR will switch the
AC power to the electrode. The top board is the core of the whole system, on which the microcontroller, the PCB-EWOD chip and the impedance value extracting circuit are all installed. The actuation and feedback control algorithm can be easily programmed with a PC and downloaded into the microcontroller through on-board USB. Communications between the host pc and the microcontroller are using the same USB. Fig. 4(b) shows the flow of signal among circuit components. The dotted lines stand for SSRs’ leakage currents.

The impedance value extracting circuit houses a slide-detecting resistor $R_d$, a voltage follower, a multiplier and a low-pass filter, the working principle of which resembles reference [22–24]. The EWOD chip’s impedance detection signal $V_{out}$ will be firstly delivered to the voltage follower in order to match circuit impedance. Then the tracked signal will be added to the multiplier to multiply itself. The low-pass filter is used to filter the multiplier’s product, which generates a DC signal corresponding to the EWOD device’s impedance. Finally, through an analog to digital converter (ADC, 10-bit resolution) of the microcontroller, the DC signal is acquired and a feedback control loop forms up. A cut-off DC value is set for defining the faults and barriers. Once the DC signal is beyond the threshold, the software on the host PC will regard the corresponding site as a fault or barrier.

3.2. User interface

Fig. 5 shows a screenshot of the Java application we designed for DMF control. The application named “lee” can not only transmit a sequence of bit vectors representing electrode actuations to the microcontroller but also receive sites’ information from the microcontroller.

The number of row and column of electrodes can be set by the user as necessary. This control software permits either manual or automatic errors scanning of the device. For instance, after setting rows and columns of the device and clicking “New grid” and “Obstacles”, the user can click on cells to turn them green or not. It should be noted that in Fig. 5, green cells are selected by the user for sym...
bolizing errors; the red cell represents a starting point of a droplet while the blue stands for a destination. Once the error positions, the droplet starting points and destinations are defined, by clicking the “Animation” button an appropriate route (black cells) will be instantly figured out based on the Lee algorithm. To avoid the positions of errors intelligently, the starting point and destination are given by the software firstly, and could be dragged arbitrarily later. If the user clicks the button “Download”, the electrode activation sequence will be downloaded into the microcontroller immediately. Almost simultaneously, the droplet on the chip would move along the auto-designed route.

What is more, every time clicking the “Obstacles” button, the control algorithm in the microcontroller will scan the route that the droplet has just passed and deliver error sites’ positions to the host PC. The control software lets green cells labelled “E” represent these sites. Note that, if it is the first time clicking the button “Obstacles” after launching the software, the microcontroller will scan the whole chip. The button “Continue” is used to start next time transportation of the droplet, which will retain the last time error sites’ information and exchange the starting and ending points. If the user clicks the “Clear” button, the software will return to the initial state. Furthermore, there are two message boxes, one displaying the total steps of the auto-designed route and the other at the bottom of the interface prompting the next operation. Further details about software’s elementary operations are provided in video S1.

The architecture of the system shows great flexibility in hardware and software. On the aspect of hardware, the electrode number on the PCB can be easily increased or decreased as needed, which only requires the DACC circuit to change a little, i.e. increasing or decreasing the number of control pins, AND gates, and SSRs. As to the impedance value extracting circuit, no matter how many electrodes there are, the obstacle detection is always available. On the aspect of software, user has the right to adjust number of the row and the column, and set up the forbidden electrodes by obstacle detection automatically or auxiliary manual operation in-time.

4. Experimental results and discussions

4.1. Addressing method verification

The whole prototype system is shown in Fig. 6, which occupies a space same as a laptop computer. Of course, there remains lots of room to optimize. The custom pogo-pin connectors enable plug-pull between PCB-EWOD chip and the core board.

DACC circuit was put to test by planning “S” shaped route for a droplet and manipulating multiple droplets in an air environment. Firstly, we applied an AC signal of 78 Vrms with a frequency of 1 kHz to the system. Then through the Arduino IDE 0023, the designed routes were downloaded to the microcontroller and the SSRs’ switch rate was adjusted to 1 Hz in the microcontroller. A digital HD video camera was used (HDR-CX110, Sony) to record droplets’ performances. Parameter tuning is precise, e.g. droplet

![Fig. 6. Prototype photo of the low-cost feedback control system.](image)

Fig. 7. “S” shaped route for a droplet and manipulation of multiple droplets. Pictures (a1–a9) were taken at 1s, 4s, 5s, 8s, 10s, 13s, 14s, 15s and 17s of video S2, while pictures (b1–b6) were taken at 25s, 28s, 30s, 31s, 33s and 38s of video S3.
size was guaranteed by on-chip droplet dispensing [25] or a pipette (in this work), while actuation signal could be tuned by a signal generator and a high voltage amplifier.

Fig. 7 shows the addressing method verification result. Fig. 7(a1–a9) exhibit an 1 μL deionized water (DI) droplet moving along a “S” shaped route, which were taken at 1s, 4s, 5s, 8s, 10s, 13s, 14s, 15 s and 17 s of video S2. As shown, the droplet smoothly moved from the 7th row to the 9th row. That droplet’s velocity can be tuned 17mm/s was observed by heightening the SSR’s switch rate (see video S3). Fig. 7(b1–b6) exhibit multiple droplets manipulating, which were taken at 25s, 28s, 30s, 31s, 33 s and 38 s of the video S3. Four droplets spun clockwise at four six-electrode regions. Droplets’ spinning direction is not fixed, which can be altered when writing the control algorithm in the microcontroller.

As expected, through the DACC circuit, either a droplet or multiple droplets can be moved successfully. Our PCB-substrate chip’s droplet achieved even comparable velocity with the glass-substrate DMF’s. Moreover, when manipulating multiple droplets, no obvious electrode interference was observed, which illustrates that the DACC circuit far exceeds the conventional cross-reference method in control flexibility. This novel passive-electrode-control technique demonstrates the capability applicable for large-scale 2D EWOD DMFs.

4.2. Feedback control

A series of experiments was implemented to test the auto-designed route’s capability of barriers avoiding. To begin with the first experiment, we set the detection threshold that was based on the previous detection experiments, applied an AC signal of 78 Vrms with a frequency of 1kHz to the system and adjusted the SSRs’ switch rate to 1Hz. Next, a 1 μL DI droplet was put on a dry chip. The starting point and destination were set on the custom software. Finally, after clicking the “Animation” button and subsequently recording the auto-designed route, we clicked the “Download” button to observe the droplet’s movement.

At the second experiment, we put a 1 μL DI droplet on the above auto-designed route as a barrier and clicked the “Obstacle” button. The same starting point and destination were chosen. Next, we clicked the “Animation” button again and recorded the new generated route. After clicking the “Download” button, the droplet’s new movement was observed.

Fig. 8 exhibits the above two experiment results, i.e. the whole process of a droplet avoiding a barrier. For comparison, the PCB-EWOD chip’s optical images were composited with the software interface. Fig. 8(a1–a4), taken at 21s, 23s, 29 s and 32 s of video S4, show that the droplet moves straightway from the starting point to the destination when there was no barrier on, i.e. a dry chip. Fig. 8(b1–b4), taken at 55s, 57s, 59 s and 65 s of video S5, show that after a barrier detected and blocking the previous route, the software figures out another path for the droplet.

Diopet moving almost simultaneously began by clicking “Download”. As expected, when the chip was dry, the software did find any barrier on, so it recommended an “L” shaped route (Fig. 8(a1–a4)). When a barrier existed, the software marked the constraint area in milliseconds and figured out another path (Fig. 8(b1–b4)). In these auto-routing processes, the Lee algorithm guaranteed the minimum paths. This 100% agreement between the software and the PCB-EWOD chip’s performances shows a large potential for developing automated EWOD DMFs.

5. Conclusions

We set up a prototype system with hardware and software potentially applicable for large-scale 2D EWOD DMFs with great flexibility. Hardware for direct-address based on cross-control (DACC) and impedance detecting feedback control on a passive EWOD DMF was successfully designed and implemented. Through DACC circuit, multiple droplets could be manipulated simultaneously without interference. Our user-friendly software works fine. An example of auto-routing and barriers avoiding was exhibited. Such all-electronic feedback control method to escort on-chip droplets enables a portable and intelligent design of DMF systems. The system for the tested example of PCB-based 10 × 10 EWOD device is in low-cost of below $130.
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